Medea Talks presents Jeannette Ginslov
Capturing Affect With a Handful of Techne
Jeanette Ginslov is Medea’s Artist in Residence this spring. Her roots are as
performer, choreographer and artistic director in South Africa, but for the last
five years she has focused more on interdisciplinary platforms investigating
the crossover between the media/dance/cinema/video and the internet. Her
work centers around affect, haptic and digital materiality on several
platforms: stage, screens, online and new media applications. Ginslov is
currently working with Prof Susan Kozel at Medea on the project AffeXity that
draws together screendance, visual imagery and mobile-networked devices.
May 14, 16:00-18:00 Jeannette Ginslov give’s a Medea Talk about the
developmental stages of the AffeXity project, the interdependence of the
collaborators, the relational and dynamic formation of technical and human
intervention, the encounters of the carnal and the digital, the dialogic and
temporal scaffolding of encounters of techne and the hands that attempt to
capture affect.
Keywords Temporal, Relational, Interhuman, Carnal, Affect, Dialogic,
Scaffolding, Techne
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome and thank you to MEDEA for the platform today and great that you
are all here to hear about the AffeXity project: a screendance and mobilenetworked devices collaborative project.
It has been very inspiring to collaborate on this two year-long project that
reflects and attracts in both its process and outcomes inter-human, intersubjective and relational encounters. From concept to delivery this project is
concerned with the necessary techne to deliver artistic encounters that
reflect the performative and the social, the affective and the technical, the
internet and the body.
These temporal encounters are also reflected in the teamwork and the
subsequent scaffolding that has arisen from the many hand and minds that
are developing the techne necessary for the AffeXity project. It is through this
scaffolding of techne that I would like to show you some examples of the
stages of development that AffeXity has undergone within which many
collaborators have and will still negotiate.
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Image by: Dan Mountford

2. COLLABORATIONS IN THE SCAFFOLDING
Scaffolding is widely used during construction and renovation
activities. In its simplest form, a scaffold is any temporary elevated or
suspended work surface used to support workers and/or materials.
http://www.rms.csus.edu/ehs/scaffolding.html (accessed 11 May 2012)

The allusion to scaffolding in AffeXity, is a visual, social, visceral and mental
structure that best describes the temporal relations of people and techne that
work together in making AffeXity transpire. This type of scaffold exemplifies
in its structure and artistic manifestations what philosopher and
psychotherapist Félix Guattari calls an infrastructure, a work in progress or an
operator of temporal junctions and attractors. (Bourriaud, N p. 96)
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Still from www.dance-tech.net

Above all this scaffolding for me has a direct relation to the field of dance: the
most temporal of the arts. This is both a frustration and yet an inspiration. By
using a scaffolding of collaborators, the techne of Screendance and the
augmented reality browser Argon, will have the ability to capture and
distribute this frustrating dialectic. Eventually this scaffolding will be extended
via the internet where we will share affective choreographies of dancing
bodies within cityscapes with others all over the globe.
So, to start off with, I would like to mention all the collaborators on this
dynamic research scaffolding as it is only through the agency of all these
people that this project takes flight in a progressive febrile poesis.

Image: Igor Zenin
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Collaborators:

Images: 25 November 2011, Meeting with Susan Kozel, Jay Bolter,
Jeannette Ginslov and Timo Engelhardt at the Danish Architect
Centre Copenhagen Denmark. Images by Jeannette Ginslov

Susan Kozel (Professor of New Media here at MEDEA) who is the Artistic
Director and main fundraiser of the project.
Jay Bolter (Professor of Media and Technology, Mixed Environments Lab at
Georgia Tech USA). Jay is the developer of the Web Server Argon that
houses AffeXity and leads the programming and software development for
the uploading of video onto Argon.
Maria Engberg (Lecturer from the Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden
and also Georgia Tech in the USA), assist with developing the programming
for the project.
Students assisting in the software development in this project are:
Timo Engelhardt (Masters Student Malmö University Computer Science
Department: Software Design),
Nachiketas Ramanujam and Sanika Mokashi (Students at Georgia Tech in the
USA)
Dance Artists involved so far:
Wubkje Kuindersma and Niya Lulcheva both based in Copenhagen.
Then there is Karolina Rosenqvist the Co-Ordinator at MEDEA and
Richard Topgaard the Social Media Strategist, that assist with getting us
online and getting the word out
Myself – artist in residence this spring at MEDEA, involved as a screendance
researcher and technical developer on the project.
And then when then when we open the project up during the social
choreographic stage we will have worldwide collaborations.
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3. NOTIONS THAT FEED AFFEXITY
A WHAT IS ‘AFFEXITY’?
It is a play on the words ‘affect’ and ‘a-fixity’. Kozel states that it is “playing
on both ‘affect city’ and ‘a-fixity’.” http://medea.mah.se/2011/12/affexity/
Cities produce affect via the people residing there, moving in public spaces
and produce small narratives, chance negotiations and affordances within
cityscapes. These can provide us with a multitude of micro-narratives that we
wish to amplify and share.
VIDEO 01 PROPOSAL VIDEO October 2011http://youtu.be/03uTRXtdi3A
AffeXity is an interdisciplinary, collaborative, social choreography project
drawing together audiences and geo-spatially tagged screendance videos
shot in city locations. Audiences are asked to meet at a “performance date
and time” to access the screendance videos during “the performance” using
mobile-networked devices, such as iPads and iPhones. Theses videos would
have been previously shot in the location being visited. The audience then
walks within the location and views video overlays of these choreographies
shot in that location. Fiduciary markers or QR codes access the videos via
the Augemented Reality browser Argon. So, AffeXity is an augmented reality,
participatory and relational encounter where localized screendance videos
are “pinned” into the visited area and accessed by active and mobile
audiences within the location.
A video of some of the team and at the end a look at how the techne works:
VIDEO 02 END STAGE 01 @ MEDEA http://youtu.be/Z7HkqVCVsnk
In the last phases of development we will move into the stages of making
AffeXity a social choreographic project by inviting anyone world wide to
shoot and upload their dance video, embedding their own their own journey
of affect through their own city. Kozel sites this as a performative example of
the “Internet of Things.”
Or it could be seen as a drawing together of Guattari’s Three Ecologies – the
environmental, social and mental. (Bourriaud, N p. 95) I would like to add the
fourth element: the corporeal, which is intrinsic to the notion of affect. So I
would like to add that this is an inter-relational experiment using an “Internet
of Bodies and Things.”
B WHAT IS AFFECT?
I needed to understand this before I could identify and explore this with
dance, choreography and its digital materialization, its entanglement in media
not only on the timeline but also in situ, embedded in the Argon Web Browser
and as a video overlay on the city of Malmö.
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Susanna Paasonen in Carnal Resonances (1975) has very clearly described
affect, haptic and resonances in relation to her studies of online pornography.
These are quite broad and connected with her research, but I have found
them fairly useful in my research.
Affect is about carnal responses, immediate and direct bodily sensations,
reactions, and resonances by viewers. Affects are forces that cut across and
connect different bodies. They produce motion in the viewer, they are
ambiguous, experiential, direct, may fascinate, ineffable and may even be
ambiguous. They have to do with gut responses, intensities. They may disgust
us, may be disturbing, unpleasant, revolting, dissonant, shocking, amusing.
But they are ones that we remember, that attract attention and may
encourage further revisiting. In online porn videos they are associated with
authentic reactions and amateur video production. The more “home-made”
the video is, the more authentic and affective. Effects and slick production
value causes a distancing effect from the carnal and the erotic.

Image: Janine Anton
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Image: Pol Ebeda Hervas

Image: Florian
Hafele
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The haptic is about tactility, texture, proximity, contact, touch, they are felt
viscerally, associated with motion and action, an extreme close-up that loses
all identification of place or character, and/or disturbs the mastery of the
reading of the image.

Image: Outtake still Art on Wires 2012 Jeannette Ginslov

Still AffeXity Phase 01 Ghost Hands 2011
Dancer: Wubkje Kuindersma

Media theoretician Laura U Marks, claims that here the viewer engages with
the image rather than narrative or character. It captures life forces and
includes a politics of representation. These images are indirect, and give rise
to resonance and intimacy – ways of looking and experiencing through the
caressing gaze rather than a voyeuristic control or mastery.
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Image from Sanctum II (2009) by Jeannette Ginslov

Philosopher Gilles Deleuze qualifies these as optical images that are
unclichéd, so that the viewer must bring his or her resources of memory and
imagination to complete them. These may be associated with the notion of inbetweeness, stretchiness, the spaces between the binaries, as progressive
intensities and difference. Haptic images offer a pure surface through which to
view through extreme close-up.
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Still from Familiar Stranger (2011) by Wubkje Kuindersma

Shooting and editing for the haptic:
VIDEO 03 STAGE 01 Familiar Stranger (2011) by WUBKJE KUINDERSMA
DANSENS HUS RESIDENCY http://youtu.be/LKZgqRy9fKs
At this juncture we also find resonances that are liminal, sensorial and
affective. They are more to do with empathic responses, sympathetic
vibrations, shimmers in the body, “a vibe”, the body vibrating in the right
frequency: resonances are also ineffable, in a linguistically liminal ambiguous
zone. Resonances are somatic, involuntary moments of proximity. These
moments are dynamic, have a particular rhythm, pace and tempo, not
complicated by narrative, representation, psychology or character.

Screen shots from Outtakes Arts on Wires
May 2012 Jeannette Ginslov
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Still from AffeXity Phase 01 Delicate Passage 2011

Use of overlays as a means to demonstrate resonances in city environments,
as well as what an audience would eventually see on their mobile device
during a performance of AffeXity.
VIDEO 05 PHASE 01 #3 DELICATE PASSAGE http://youtu.be/aE0fWBuXfoI
C WHAT IS AFFIXTY?
Broadly speaking this is the ideal setting of the contemporary artistic nomad.
It is about the notion of temporality, not fixed, not permanent. It engages
movement as encounter, motion as a language and temporality as home. In
artistic practice it engages, exposes and invites a temporal aesthetic,
dialogic encounters within a temporal scaff-holding of ideas, techniques,
technical skills and outcomes. Its strength lies in interdependence, its
rhizomatic febrile formations, its evolving agency of co-creators constantly
setting up camp in a new configuration before taking the scaffoldiing down
again to erect it elsewhere.
D WHAT IS TECHNE?
Where knowledge and craft come together, collaborators, relations between
an artist and his practice, his collaborators, his epistemologies, his viewers –
an inter-human subjectivity, collaborating on creating a temporal relational
formation.
I relate this to my experience of directing, choreographing scores, inviting
collaborative creative decisions and choreographies between dancer, director
and camera. This draws upon all my epistemologies on dance, choreography
and screendance.
Scores are according to choreographer, Joe Moran, energy forms with
multifarious possibilities, non linear, a means to integrate experience, a
reference that is a nonrepresentational carrier of an idea and its realization.
(“everybodys performance scores” p.10)
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Scores are an interface between ideas and movement. They are complete
and incomplete simultaneously: they flicker. They conjure. They are poetic,
liminal; they compose rather than set movement into action. They are ideas
for movement that call for the mover to express without producing a clear
“expressed”, represented or signified. The moving body is invited to express
and be understood as something outside a linguistic system, outside of
concrete readability.
So as a choreographer one calls for states, sensation, kinesthetic
experiences, memories, speeds, intensities, nuances, submersions,
presences, shimmers, unfolding manifestations, fluxus, synthesis and
interpretations. The result of this is affect and haptic imagery.
VIDEO 05 PHASE 01 #1 CARLESBERG http://youtu.be/umlCMJ7Numg
It is here that the screendance maker needs to be awake, alive, in order to
capture, connect viscerally with the affect being delivered. More often than
not the “performance” is improvised. So is the camera work. It is at this
juncture of liminality, between the techne and the carnal, that the capturation
and amplification of affect takes place. Rosenberg sites this as a ritual, the
space between the lens and the dancer becomes alive and intense.
VIDEO 06 AffeXity Green Screen http://youtu.be/oH6wj-GghcY
VIDEO 07 AffeXity M/S After Chroma Keying http://youtu.be/61V8xu3Pozk
E THE CARNAL & THE DIGITAL: SHOOTING SCREENDANCE
I would like to speak through the lens of my own practice, as a screendance
maker involved in what dance filmmaker Douglas Rosenberg claims to be a
reinscription of “the body on the corpus of technology” a hybrid form of dance
and video production, where the “choreographer’s eye meets the eye of the
filmmaker”. (Rosenberg, D p 59) My strategy as a screendance maker has
been to redeploy Rosenberg’s “carnivorous camera” that in the 1980’s
according to Rosenberg, from a Marxist point of view, sexualised the body of
the dancer, rendering it as spectacle for mainstream consumption. (ibid. p15)
My redeployment invites moments and exchanges of affect with the
carnivorous camera sniffing, nudging and teasing out the life forces of the
moving body just in front of its eye. This “carnivorous camera” 2.0, has the
capacity to explore what Paasonen calls “Carnal Resonances” or Deleuze’s
affect images, that “dizzy disappearance of fixed points”. (Deleuze, G. a p77)
The images may then become subsequently liquid, less stable and visceral or
what Deleuze would say: melting, boiling and coagulating and above all tease,
sniff and nudge out the haptic and affect.
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The camera needs to become an extension of the filmmaker’s eye in order to
capture both affect and the haptic in an attempt disrupt a viewer’s hegemonic
power over objects, closure and allow the haptic to loosen the reigns of logic
most usually found in mainstream linear narrative dance production. It
supports phenomeonlogist Brian Massumi’s claim, that here we must forego
the linguistic models of coding and try to find a “semiotics willing to engage
with continuity.” (Massumi, B. p 4) It is in this ever present kinesis, movement
and change that philosopher Merleau Ponty suggests is how we anchor our
bodies to the world, functioning as spaces in which to express ourselves.
All this is achievable using a few Dogme rules of shooting, with hand held
shots, extensive use of close-up, and affect images, disrupting audience
expectations of the screen body as it transcends reality to become “other”.
Through this predatorial process and the perpetual unfolding of the body, a
synaesthesia, that is always in motion, in relation to its “own transition: its own
variation” the life force can be captured and brought to life.
I also use the notion of the “hot spot” – where the most affect and resonance
is in the body, I try to zoom in and focus on that as well as using my body as a
bipod – the best tripod there is. I connect with the movement of the dancer to
my centre of gravity, through and with the extension of my eye – the lens of
the camera, trying to engage in this relational semiotic of movement rather
than the choreographic score, narrative or character.
It is a somatic experience that engages my sensorial presence. I think of
pulling affect through all the layers of co-creational techne – the plastic, the
metal, the mental, the physical, the intellectual, the practice, the research,
down through the tube of the camera onto the timeline and finally export that
onto Argon ready to be geo-tagged, embedded and engaged with by a viewer
also in motion. The social choreographic co-creational aspect is also subject
to this ever changing presence and adds more value to the notion of a
relational aesthetic.
The edit process is also about losing the notion of narrative and character.
Repetition is used to amplify change in the viewer’s responses to change and
time. The pace rhythm of the edit has to match the resonances captured in
the shoot and needs to speak to the location where it was shot. These
resonant micro narratives will then revealed to the audience during the
performance of AffeXity.
VIDEO 08 AFFEXITY PHASE 02 LIGHTHOUSE 01
http://youtu.be/2Gf7ohn5SY8
VIDEO 09 AFFEXITY PHASE 02 LIGHTHOUSE 03
http://youtu.be/RK_JSKTuFfI
VIDEO 10 AFFEXITY PHASE 02 LIGHTHOUSE 04
http://youtu.be/ywfSTKEC3KI
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F A DIALOGIC RELATIONAL AESTHETIC VS THE MATERIAL UTOPIC
OBJECT
AffeXity is ultimately an online social choreographic project. Its evolutionary
nature of temporal formations is a good example of a project using a
relational aesthetic not only in its outcomes but also in its scaffoldings of
development. This is why it is so captivating. It invites the discursive, inter
human, temporal meeting places, 4 ecologies and a semiotics using
movement.
For me AffeXity it is about being human today. It expresses the temporal
nature of the subject in collaborations and people moving in cityscapes. It
invites affective participatory expressions via the internet, expressions that
are, as Bourriaud describes, “everyday micro-utopias” that replace “passively
representative image(s)” (Bourriaud, N. p99)
AffeXity utilizes temporary nomadic scaffoldings and rendez-vous, rather than
utopic objects and “fourth wall dementia”. It calls for relational inter-human
participation with cultural objects that express our affective natures within
cityscapes. It encourages meetings, relations and the materialization of
encounters. It reflects our present day concerns of inter human relations via
models of sociability and mobility – the internet. We engage rather than
passively view. We partake rather than consume. We have become as
Guattari observes “operator(s) of junctions in subjectivity” (ibid.) Its
production and reception is dialogic, inter-human and temporal.
VIDEO 11 DANCING BODY OVERLAY ON BRIDGE MALMÖ
http://youtu.be/NzAJfqthy9U
VIDEO 12 DANCING FIGURE ON BRIDGE MALMÖ
http://youtu.be/0hNKga4d8iw
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3. LIVE DEMONSTRATION
A Panorama on iPad and iPhone – using QR Codes
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TIMO’S new ones:
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B AffeXity on iPad and iPhone – using links. For viewing dancing figure
overlayed on panraic backgrounds created by Photosynth for iPhones and
iPads. For free download go to:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/photosynth/id430065256?mt=8
Malmo Lighthouse
dl.dropbox.com/u/6403261/lighthouse_custom.kml
Malmo Lighthouse 02
dl.dropbox.com/u/6403261/DancingOverlay.kml
Savignyplatz, Berlin
kharma://artnotart.org/jdbolter/Savigny1_1/Savigny1_1.kml
Père Lachaise cemetery, Paris
kharma://panorama.lcc.gatech.edu/fs/download/pere3/pere3.kml
kharma://www.graffitos.org/harry/ahc/Codes/video14.kml
http://panorama.lcc.gatech.edu/
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